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The purpose of this paper is to provide evidence of genetic relationship between the Chibchan and Uto-Aztecan language families. As I believe the following presentation shows, the relationship is so close that it is somewhat surprising that it has not been demonstrated before now. The failure of linguists to notice the relationship is undoubtedly a result of the traditional lack of attention given to American Indian languages south of Guatemala.

Only two scholars seem to have previously recognized the possibility of linking Chibchan and Uto-Aztecan — Nils Holmer and Morris Swadesh. In his Critical and Comparative Grammar of the Cuna Language (1947), Holmer notes a number of lexical and grammatical resemblances between Cuna and Classical Nahuatl, but he does not explicitly postulate a close genetic relationship between the two languages. Instead, he seems to be implying that the similar forms are members of a set of shared retentions from some ancient Amerindian Ur-Sprache, a fact which tends to reduce the credibility of his comparisons. Nevertheless, it was Holmer's work that put the bug, for a short time at least, into Swadesh's ear.

In an article in Word in 1954, Swadesh presents a small set of lexical matchings from Cashinawa, Chibcha and Uto-Aztecan that he claims are evidence for postulating a genetic relationship among the Panoan, Chibchan and Aztec-Tanoan families. Swadesh's matchings and conclusions, while provocative, were apparently not sufficient to impel other researchers to investigate his claim more carefully, and Swadesh himself apparently never returned to look at the problem in any great detail. The lack of rigorous comparative studies within the three families was certainly an impediment to further research on the question.

Since the time of Swadesh's claim, a large body of new comparative materials has been made available for the three families. The works of Voegelin, Voegelin and Hale (1962) and Miller (1967) have provided a broad and solid basis for comparative studies in Uto-Aztecan phonology and lexicon and for comparison with other language groups. The studies of Shell (1965), Key (1968) and Girard (1971), in addition to having provided rather convincing evidence of genetic relationship between the Panoan and Tacanan families, have also provided sound reconstructions for cross-group comparisons involving the Pano-Tacanan phylum. And my own recent comparative work with the Chibchan languages has resulted in the first large set of broadly based reconstructions of Proto-Chibchan. It has now become possible to reassess Swadesh's Kio-Chibchan-Panoan hypothesis in the light of all this new information.
In an earlier paper (Holt 1976) I presented evidence which I think clearly shows the existence of a genetic relationship between the Chibchan and Tacanan families (and, by implication, between Chibchan and Panoan also). I also listed there a number of Proto-Uto-Aztecian forms which appear to be cognate with certain of the Chibchan-Tacanan sets. In this paper I will provide further evidence of genetic relationship between Chibchan and Uto-Aztecian.

Below I have listed what I feel are the most probable cognate sets that I have discovered between Proto-Uto-Aztecian and Proto-Chibchan. (The remaining probable but problematical sets that I have discovered would make up another list about as long as this one.) The PUA forms cited are in most cases the formulae proposed by Miller and are indexed by his set numbers. Miller's *e has been retranscribed as *ə in accordance with more recent hypotheses (cf. Langacker 1970). In a few cases where Miller does not propose a 'reconstructed' form, I have provided one on the basis of the reflex forms he lists. My Proto-Chibchan reconstructions are based primarily on data from six diagnostic languages: Paya, Guatuso, Bribri, Cuna, Căgaba and Chibcha. Supplementary data from other languages has been used whenever necessary. Within each cognate set, the PC form is followed by a representative set of three reflex forms from daughter languages in different subgroups within Chibchan. In most cases the PC forms are based on much larger sets of reflexes, but space limitations do not allow me to present them in their entirety here. I have also included for comparative purposes the corresponding Proto-Tanoan forms for those sets where they are available. These are indexed by their Whorf-Trager (1937) set numbers.

1. ARM, HAND PUA *ṭəka (7), *ṭəka 'shoulder' (375): PC *sək(w)a > P sawa, Gy ki-sökwo 'paw', Cu sakwa.
3. BACK, BEHIND PUA *ko 'buttocks' (66): PC *suk > P suk-, Br skowo 'vertebra', Ch suka '2'.
4. BAT, OWL, SORCERER PUA *tuku '2,3' (313): PC dək'ər '1,3' > Br dekúr, Tn rükura, Ch suk'.
5. BEND, BOW PUA *to '1' (37): PC *tu > Bo tun-kra '2', Cu toni 'curved, bow-shaped', Gy dotuko '1'.
6. BIRD 1 PUA *cutu (41): PC *culu > Gt su:lu 'wild chicken', Gy čolu-be 'heron', Cu sulu-pa 'eagle'.(PT *sule (55))
7. BIRD 2 PUA *totoli 'chicken' (85): PC *tu:li > Gt tu:li 'dove', Gy tőde, Bn turi.(PT *dilu 'hen' (8))
8. BLACK, DARK PUA *tu (45a): PC *tu > Bo turin, Cg toə 'darkness', No tutu 'charcoal'. (PT *dak'u (7))
9. BREAST 1, SUCKLE PUA *cun 'suck' (420): PC *cu > P su- '2', Gt cu '2', Br cu '1'.
10. BREAST 2, CHEST PUA *pi (58): PC *pita > Cu pina 'liver, core', Bn biça, Ch fiza 'throat'.
11. BREAST 3, CHEST PUA *tawí (59): PC *taba > P tawa 'neck, throat', Cg taba-, Ch ti:b-.
12. BREATH, BLOW PUA *puc '2' (49a): PC *bur > Gt pur-, Cg mul-
kala '1', C1 fur-. (PT *p'ù/*p'uci '2' (45))
13. BURST, BREAK PUA *posa/*poca 'swell' (429): PC *bu(c)/*pu(c) > P bo-, Br bucana, Ch posi.
14. CARRY, TAKE, BRING PUA *wù '1,2' (77): PC *wù > Gy wen '1,3',
Cu we- '2', per-we '1,3', Cg i-veiksi- '3'.
15. COLD PUA *sì/*sìp (94a): PC *sim > P se'wa, R saima, Br sèse. (PT *ciya (2))
16. COME PUA *ya (pl.) (98), *ya 'run' (358), *yì (sg.) (97): PC *da > Cu ta, Cg na, Tn ra-wí-, *dì > P te?, Br de, Bo dek 'walk'.
17. COOK PUA *yu 'warm' (453)(cf. also Tarahumara tûga 'roast',
Hopi tê:ve 'roast'): PC *du > P tu, Cg nû, Gt tuxe.
18. CUT 1 PUA *sík (118): PC *sík > R sík-, Br e-ská 'wound one-
self', Cu sík-.
19. CUT 2 PUA *ták (117): PC *ták > R a-ták-, Gy tike-, Ch zike 'cut off.' (PT *t'eyê (49))
20. DEER PUA *su/*suka (124a): PC *su/*suli > Gt suli, Tr sùriq, Cg sugi.
21. DOG PUA *cu (137): PC *su > P süsu, Cu åçu, C1 susú.
22. EAR, HILAR PUA *naka (143a): PC *nak > Cu naga 'beside, edge',
Gm naku, åo naka 'cheek'.
23. EARTH 1, DIRT PUA *tìp (150): PC *tìp/*tap > Bo tap-, Cu
napa, Cb tipi-.
24. EARTH 2, GROUND, FIELD PUA *tê (150): PC *tê/*tikà > P -taha
'3', Cu nega '1,3', Cg tei '3'.
26. FEMALE RELATIVE 1 PUA *ka 'grandmother' (496): PC *kak > P
ka:ki 'mother', Tr kak 'sister-in-law', Ch kaka 'grandmother'.
27. FEMALE RELATIVE 2 PUA *was (506): PC *was > Cmu baci 'sis-
ter', Bn wati 'aunt', Ch waiza 'sister'.
28. FILL, FULL PUA *pu (193), *posa/*poca 'swell' (429): PC *pus
> P mus- 'be full', R pus-tí-, Ch pusa 'enough, satisfied'.
29. FIRE PUA *ku (170a): PC *ku '1, burn' > R kun-kunu 'light',
Gy kuke '2', Cu kum-mak- '2'.
30. FOOT PUA *ta/*to (187): PC *ta > P taha, Gy to- 'footprint',
Cu nega.
31. FUTURE, INTENTIONAL PUA *pa (Steele 1975): PC *bi/*ba >
P-pí/-pá, Br -mi '1', Ch -be Optative.
32. GO PUA *nì-n '1, live, walk' (263a): PC *nìN > Br -nène
'run', Cu nana, Ch ñin-.
33. GREEN, RAW, YELLOW PUA *saw '2' (342), *sawa 'leaf' (255),
*sawa '3' (478): PC *sâyà > Gt ña' '1,2', G1 yi-sama '1',
Cy sana '2'.
34. HAIR 1, HEAD PUA *coni '1'(219c): PC *can > P så '2', Br ca
'1', Cg san-kala 'head-bone'.
35. HAIR 2, FEATHER PUA *moc/*mos/*mus (214) (or *humuca (DH)>
Tubatulabal *umuša- '2', Luiseño humsa- '2', Hopi hō′mi '1'): PC *humVe > P ús- '1', Gm umša 'beard', Cm ōnso-va 'mustache'.


36. HEART, MIND PUA *sula (222a): PC *šun/*šul > Br sula-wo '1', R suši 'know', Cg -bita-suna 'lunge'.
37. HEAVY, WEIGH PUA *píté (223): PC *pí/*pít > P pe:- '2', Cu pene '1', Ch fitz- '2'.
38. HIDE, SKIN PUA *hó (227): PC *huka > R uk, Cu uka, Ch huka.
39. HIT 1 PUA *po 'pound' (331), *paku/*paki '1, beat, kill' (244): PC *puk/*buk > P pok/buk, Br hpük, Tn -muxá.
40. HIT 2, KILL, HUNT PUA *mák '1' (233), *mík/*mík '2,3' (128d): PC *ma/*mak/*mí/*mík > P mas- '1,2', Gy ko-mika '2', Cu mak- '2,3'.
41. HOLE PUA *hora '1, open' (Whorf and Trager 1937, 13): PC *hulu > Cu ulu 'inside', Cg hulu 'inside', Cy huru. (PT *haw/ *hawol 'gulch, arroyo' (13))
42. HOUSE PUA *hu (DH: 241): PC *hu > Gt ú, Cu u:, Cg hu.
43. I, ME, MY PUA *ni- 'myself' (Langacker 1976): PC *na- > R na-, Gt -na, Cg na-.
44. INTERROGATIVE, POSSIBILITY PUA *sa '1, Inferential, Future' (Steele 1975): PC *sa > P -sá-h '1', Cg sa- '1', Ch -sa(n) Subjunctive,'if'.
45. IRREALIS, PAST PUA *ta (Steele 1975): PC *ta > P -t/-ta Negative, Cu -ta '2', Ch -za Negative.
46. KNOT, NAVAL, KNEE PUA *sič '2' (301), *poci '2' (302) (cf. 'stomach' *poka (418)): PC *si/*siN > P ših-' 1,3', R sig '1, 3', Cu simu '1,2'.
47. LEG PUA *kasi '2, thigh' (435): PC *kac/*kíc > Cg kása 'foot', Sn kas-, Mr kísá? 'foot'. (PT *ków/*kóu (20))
48. LIQUID 1, SECREATION PUA *cic/*cit 'spit, spittle' (406), *kv-ci 'spit, saliva' (= 'tooth-secretion') (DH: 407), PNnumic *pi-ci 'milk' (= 'breast-secretion') (DH: Davis 1966, 101b): PC *di '1,2, water' > Gt tf, Cu ti, Cg ni.
49. LIQUID 2, SECREATION PUA *tu 'spit' (405): PC *tu > P -tú, Cu nuu 'milk', Cg utu 'saliva'.
50. LIVE, GROW PUA *yo '2' (264): PC *dul > Br duru 'sprout (n.) Cu tula 'alive', Cn lurú 'born'.
51. LIVER PUA *náma (265): PC *nám > P neña/newa, Bo nom 'spleen', Ch nimi-suk 'heart'.
52. MANY, MUCH PUA *wí '1,2, big' (39a): PC *wí/*wi > P wé, Cr bi:, Ch vi.
53. MEAT, FLESH PUA *ták 'eat meat, deer' (353b), *tuhku (279): PC *dik/*duku > P yuku, Br čuku, Cg niku-alá.
54. NAIL PUA *sut (298a): PC *šud > P šuna, Cn kulo-ko-sol 'finger', Gm k-sulu-ma.(PT *c/-*ce- (1))
55. NECK PUA *kuta (303): PC *kut > Gt tu-kúra 'nape', Br ku:‰, Cu tuk-kur. (PT *kóo (19)) (cf. set 73. STICK)
56. NOSE PUA *yaka (308): PC *dak/*dik > Gt táiki, Br ýik, Ch saka.
57. ONE, COMPLETE PUA *sim (507b), *š (507a): PC *šim > P še '2', R sainiq '1', Br še 'all'.
58. PERSON 1, SOMEONE PUA *ta- Unspecified Subject (Langacker 1976), cf. also *taka (272), *tawa (273a), *tana/*ta (273c) all with glosses 'man, person, etc.': PC *ta 'who?' > P tá,
GT TÁIK, CU TÓA (<*TA-WA >).

59. PERSON 2, MAN PUA *TIAJ *L, PEOPLE' (273B), MELICANO TEEL-
(273F): PC *TIR > TR TÉRA, GM TÉRA *2', TN SÉRA *2'.

60. POINT 1 PUA *PI 'BREAST' (58), *WOPA 'AWL' (15), *MUPI 'NOSE'
(*=FACE-POINT') (162B): PC *PI/*BI > P PIS-, CU PIS-, BR BI-.

61. POINT 2 PUA *CÍK 'STICK (POKE)' (415), CF. ALSO PNUMIC *CI
'POINT' (DH: DAVIS 1966, 23), NAUATL *KALO- 'THORN', HOPI
*CÍK 'POINT': PC *CÍK > P SÍKI 'THORN', R SIK '1', TOOTH, TIP',
CU CÍKA 'ARROW'.

62. POINT 3, ANGLE PUA *WI 'AWL, NEEDLE' (14): PC *WI > P
-WÉTA 'INSIDE CORNER', BR BÉTA '1', PEAK', CH VITA '1', PEAK'.

63. POUND, BEAT, GRIND PUA *TÍ '3' (206C), *TUS '3' (206A): PC
*TU > P TUS- '1', PEAK', CU TO- '1', '2', CH TO- 'BREAK, CHIP'.
(PT *T'A (52))

64. PUT, PLACE PUA *TÁKA (VOEGELIN ET AL. 1962, 18): PC *TU >
P TUK-, CU TUK- 'HIDE', CY CUX-.

65. RAT PUA *KÁ/*KAWA (340): PC *KÁ > P KARA-, GT KO'G 'Gopher',
CG MULU-KAI-KAI 'BIG RAT'.

66. ROUND PUA *POT '1, SPHERICAL' (357): PC *PULU > P PURU-TUKWA
'FULL (MOON)', CY BOLORE, CU MULLU.

67. SAND PUA *SO '1, ROCK' (355A): PC *U > P ÚU, CU UKUP, CG U-.

68. SAY, TELL PUA *TÁ (434), *YA (363) ?: PC *TÁ/*DÁ > P TA/-TÁ,
GT TI-KI, CG NEI-.

69. SEE PUA *TÁ/*TÁ (365), TARAHUMARA RIWA '1, FIND', HOPI TÁWA
'FIND, KNOW OF': PC *TÁ/*TÁ > GT TÁ 'LOOK FOR', CH CÍBA-,
MODIVA 'LOOK AT'.

70. SLEEP PUA *KU/*KUP (386): PC *KU/*KAP > BR KP-, CU KAB-, CH
KÁB.

71. SMELL PUA *HU (391A), *HUPA (391B): PC *HU > P C-, R -GU-K-,
CU U-.

72. SNAKE PUA *KO/*KOWA (395), PNUMIC *TO-KOWA-/*TO-KOWHA-
'RAIL-TLESNAKE' < *TÁ-KOWA 'ROCK-SNAKE' (SAPIR CITED IN MILLER):
PC *TÁKUB > BR TKB-, CY NAG(U)BE, TN RÍKUMA.

73. STICK PUA *KUTA (170D): PC *KUTA > R KULA 'BUSH', MU KUTÁ
'HORN', CG KULA 'BRANCH'. (CF. SET 55. NECK)

74. STOIAHCH, MIDDLE PUA *TO (417): PC *TU > TR TUÓW 'NAVEL', CU
NUKU '2', LAP', CY TUÍLÓ 'NAVEL'.

75. STONE, SAND PUA *SA/*SA/*SI '2' (360-1-2): PC *CA/*CA > P SA
'1', BR CA '2', CG SEI '1'.

76. STRONG PUA *PU 'MEDICINE, POWER' (281): PC *PUL > P PÚ, CH
FUN-ZA 'POWERFUL', CY PULU '1, HARD'.

77. SUN 1, FIRE, HOT PUA *TATA '3' (423E): PC *DADA > PN NONO
'1', CU TADA '1', CR DALÁ-BU 'SUN-GOD (CHIEF)'.

78. SUN 2, DAY PUA *TA (OR *TAPI (DH)) (423A): PC *DAWI > GT
TÓXI, CG NIWI, MR YWI. (PT *T'OW (51))

79. SWALLOW, EAT, DRINK PUA *TÁK '2' (VOEGELIN ET AL. 1962, 163)
PC *TU > P TUK- '1', '3', BR ÇÍKU- '2', CG TUK- '1'.

80. TAKE 1, GET PUA *CUPA 'GATHER' (194): PC *CU > BR CU-,
CU SU-, CG SU-. (PT *CUI (4))

81. TAKE 2 PUA *KÁ '1, CARRY' (76): PC *KU > GT KÚ, R KU-, CG
KU-. (PT *KWIYA (27))
The phoneme inventory of Proto-Uto-Aztecans as reconstructed by Voegelin, Voegelin and Hale is as follows: consonants *p *t *k *kʷ *tʰ *s *h *m *n *j *r *l *w *y, vowels *i *u *a *o.

I have reconstructed the following set of phonemes for Proto-Chibchan: consonants *p *t *c *k *kʷ *tʰ *s *h *m *n *j *r *l *w *y, vowels *i *u *a *o.

The two inventories are quite similar, as we would expect from such closely related languages. The most noticeable typological differences between them are the presence of a voiced stop series in PC where none seems to have existed in PUA, and a four-vowel system for PC versus a five-vowel system for PUA. Many instances of PC *b and *d may eventually prove to be subsumable under *p and *t once the determining environments of the sound changes affecting them have been discovered. As should be evident from many of the Chibchan reflex sets given above, the Chibchan languages exhibit the same kinds of consonant weakening processes as do the Uto-Aztecans. For example *p > b ~ w in sets 70, 92, etc., *t > n ~ l ~ r in sets 54, 55, etc., *m > y ~ w ~ w ~ w in
sets 15, 51, etc. This can be interpreted as evidence that the
two proto-languages had similar rules of allophonic variation.
Below I have listed the recurring sound correspondences be-
tween the phonemes of PUA and PC, together with a tabulation of
the cognate sets in which each occurs.

PUA *p : PC *p in sets 10, 23, 28, 37, 39, 66, 70, 76, 82,
and 92.
* *p : *b in sets 12, 13, 31, 60, and 84.
* *t : *t in sets 5, 7, 8, 11, 19, 23, 24, 30, 37, 45,
55, 58, 59, 63, 64, 68, 69, 73, 74,
79, 87 and 49.
* *t : *d in sets 4, 53, 54, 77(2) and 78.
* *k : *k in sets 1(?), 18, 19, 22, 26, 29, 40, 47, 53,
55, 56, 61, 64, 65, 70, 72, 73, 79,
85, 86, 87(?) and 90.
* *c : *c in sets 6, 9, 13, 34, 35, 61, 80 and 92.
* *s : *s in sets 1, 15, 18, 20, 25, 33, 36, 44 and 91.
* *s : *c in sets 27, 47 and 75.
* *s : *s in sets 46, 54, 57 and 88.
* *n : *h in sets 35, 38, 41, 42 and 71.
* *n : Ø in sets 2 and 84.
* *m : *m in sets 35, 40, 51, 57, 89 and 93.
* *n : *n in sets 22, 32, 34, 43 and 51.
* *w : *w in sets 14, 27, 52, 62 and 91.
* *w : *b in sets 11, 69, 72 and 86.
* *y : *d in sets 16, 17, 50, 56 and 68(?)

* *i : *i in sets 7, 10, 18, 46, 48, 60, 62, 78(?)
83, 84, 88 and 92.
* *i : *i in sets 14, 15, 16, 19, 23, 24, 32, 37, 40,
51, 52, 53, 57, 59, 68, 69 and 75.
* *i : *a in sets 1, 23(?) and 85.
* *i : *u in sets 53(?), 64 and 79 (all / _k).
* *a : *a in sets 1, 11, 16, 22, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31,
33(2), 40, 44, 45, 47, 56, 58, 65,
73, 75, 77(2), 82, 84 and 86.
* *a : *i in sets 47(?), 68(?) and 78.
* *o : *u in sets 3, 5, 6(2), 7, 13, 38, 39, 41, 50,
66, 67, 72, 74, 86(?) and 90.
* *o : *a in sets 30(?), 34 and 93.
* *u : *u in sets 2, 8, 9, 12, 17, 20, 21, 28, 29,
35(?), 36, 42, 49, 53(2)(?), 54, 55,
63, 71, 73, 76, 80, 87 and 89.
* *u : *u in sets 4(2), 53(2)(? and 70.

Often in attempts to demonstrate more distant relationships
(as, for example, in the case of Aztec–Tanoan) the best that can
be done is to show the existence of large numbers of matchings
of initial consonants in lexical morphemes of similar meaning,
while ignoring the lack of similarity among medial consonants
and vowels. Here, however, the closeness of the Aztec–Chibchan
relationship is indicated by the high degree of similarity between both consonants and vowels throughout the cognate sets, by the large number of CVC (and even CVCC) matchings in basic vocabulary items, and by the matchings between grammatical morphemes. In fact, in most cases reflex forms from one family would not seem out of place if they appeared among the corresponding reflex sets of the other family.

Given the closeness of the relationship, data from one family should be able to provide clues for the solution of problems in the other. As an example of this, consider the following. The anomalous correspondence PUA *c : PC *d in set 48. LIQUID 1, SECRETION PUA *ci/*cit/*cic : PC *di, is valid only if the change *t>*c/_ i took place at some stage of Pre-PUA or in a much larger subset of daughter languages than is generally supposed. If this had happened, we would expect to find few or no examples of PUA *ti sequences. And, in fact, this is the case. Miller gives in effect only a single reconstruction in initial *ti, namely the form for 'boy, man' : *ti/*ti?o/*tiho, which he lists in three different places (sets 55, 273d-e). There are at least a dozen reconstructions for each of the other initial *tV possibilities. Similarly, there are only three cases of reconstructed medial *ti in Miller's list: *mati 'know' (249), *hatis 'sneeze' (396), and *kuti 'nephew' (503). *hatis is probably onomatopoetic and therefore resistant to sound change. *kuti is not a well-founded reconstruction, since one of the two reflex forms on which it is based, Luiseño kuli–may 'older sister's son', seems to mean etymologically exactly that (cf. sets 492a and 86), and should be included among the reflex forms for 'older sister' (492a). Notice that the *ti>*ci hypothesis accounts for the r~c alternation among the reflex forms in sets 492a and b. The indicated reconstruction is *kuti, which corresponds exactly to the reconstructed PC form in my set 90. The remaining *ti reconstruction, *mati, has the variant form *maci, which reflects the fact that the *t>c change took place in some daughter languages in which it was not expected. There is additional evidence for the *ti>*ci change in Miller's listing of reconstructions with medial *c (p. 79). There fully 15 of the 27 forms listed contain *ci. Some of these are almost certainly reflexes of Pre-PUA forms with *ti.

Another important problem area indicated by the comparative evidence is the discrepancy between the vowel systems of the two proto-languages. The large number of PUA *o : PC *u matchings implies to me a need for reevaluation of my criteria for setting up only a single back round vowel for PC. It will be necessary to double-check what I have established as conditioning environments for the change *u>o in the Chibchan daughter languages. It may ultimately prove necessary to reconstruct a fifth PC vowel, *o, or, alternatively, to postulate a PC vowel length opposition.

As these examples suggest, the Aztec–Chibchan relationship should provide a huge new storehouse of relevant materials for comparative studies in both branches of the new phylum. I sincerely hope that the evidence I have presented here is convincing
enough to at least pique the curiosity of researchers in both Uto-Aztecan and Chibchan, as well as American Indianists in general. There is no longer any reason for the relationship to lie unrecognized, as it seems to have during the more than twenty years since Swadesh noticed it. The comparative data I have provided is intended as merely a preliminary step toward the reconstruction of the language of a group of people whose descendents once ranged over this hemisphere from Montana to Bolivia.

NOTES

1. In Swadesh (1967) he does reaffirm his belief that Chibchan and Uto-Aztecan are closely related, but without providing any additional evidence.

2. The Paya data used in this study are based on field-work I did in Vallecito and Dulce Nombre de Culmí, Olancho, Honduras, during the period March through August, 1974, while I was employed as a Research Assistant under National Science Foundation grant NSF-GS-39634 to the University of Missouri, Lyle Campbell, Principal Investigator.

3. The glosses which head the cognate sets are intended as tentative reconstructions of the approximate semantic range of the etymons at the Proto-Aztec-Chibchan stage of their development. Throughout the cognate sets, glosses are not given for reconstructed forms or for Chibchan reflex forms if they are identical to the heading gloss(es) or to the PC gloss(es). If the gloss of a form is identical to only one or a subset of the heading glosses or PC glosses, these are indexed by numbers: '1' = first gloss, '2' = second gloss, etc.

The following abbreviations are used for the names of languages: PUA Proto-Uto-Aztecan, PC Proto-Chibchan, PT Proto-Tanoan, PNumic Proto-Numic, BN Bintucua, BB Boruca, BR Bribri, CB Cabécar, CG Cagaba, CH Chibcha, CL Colorado, CM Chimila, CMV Chumuluc, CN Changuena, CR Chiripó, CU Cuna, CY Cayapa, GI Gualaca, GM Guanacaste, GT Guatuso, GY Guaymí, NM Motilón, MR Marocacero, NM Muríre, MV Move, PN Penonomeño, PP Paya, RR Rama, SB Sabanero, SSy Sinsiga, TN Tunebo, TR Terraba.

The abbreviation DH in parentheses after a form indicates a reconstruction I have made on the basis of data provided by an earlier researcher (Miller, if not otherwise stated).
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